
E N O U G H W I T H WA L L S 
BORDERS AND RACISM 
Migrants keep dying in the Mediterrean see and all around 
Europe the episodes of racism are multiplying. 
Death and racism seem to be the destiny of migrants who are implementing their 
inalienable right: that of running away from countries crossed by wars, economic and 
eviromental crisis or just seeking a different life or a different future. The right to the 
freedom of movement is denied and repressed starting from the main European 
institutions introducing discriminating divisions between asylum seekers and economic 
migrants, when a recognised and granted possibility of entering European countries is 
totally lacking. They say that Europe is divided about the new migrations. That is just 
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partially true. There is no division in maiking borders 
and controls more and more external, no division in 
increasing deportations, in  impeding reunifications, 
in making deals with authoritarians regimes like 
Turkey and in financing governments which are 
stopping the migrants from moving. 

The European states are divided on how to realise 
these policies. There aren't better or worse European 
Governments. It's enough to look at the real numbers 
of the asylum requests rejections in Germany, at the 
use of the police against migrants in France and at 
the way migrants are seen just like exchanging 
merchandise with other countries from the Italian 
government. The Italian government is using the migrants emergency  to obtain economical advantages at a 
European level showing the worse side of institutional racism. Migrants coming on the Italian territory must accept 
everything: to be registered, to work for free in companies or in public institutions with the mirage of a permit of stay 
which in the majority of cases is denied.  
The last datas of 2016 about the Commission in Brescia (which decides on the asylum requests of Brescia, Mantova 
and Cremona) rejected 1810 requests on 2548 (71%). A percentage which is defenetly superior to the national one 
(58%). One more time, after Sanatoria of 2012,  Brescia is the city with the highest number of rejections and denials. 
All this is not accidental. It's the concrete evidence of an institutional racism which is more and more present and 
diffused.  
The threat of living in illegality becomes always more real. The Italian laws about immigration, asylum, work, and the 
territorial Commission became illegality and precarity factories. The welcoming system became a new place of 
business on the skin of migrants and it's working in a selective way substituting the former percentagings given by the 
State laws on immigration and “decreto flussi”. The migrants' right to move it's also showing the will not to be 
considered only bodies and arms to help (Sorting centers, CAS, Hotspots, camps and barracks) or just like simple 
victims to assist with emergency  or humanitarian operations, which most of the times are just helping the business of 
enterpreneurs, out from any kind of protagonism and self-determination project.  
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WORK AND DOCUMENTS 
VALID (maybe)  

FOR WORKING ACTIVITY 

From september 2015, among the many 
worrying news, there's good news for 
the asylum seekers: 
after 60 days from the registration of the 
request (delivering of the C3 form) they 
can recieve a temporary permit of stay 
valid for working activity (“attività 
lavorativa”). 

This way it should be possible to look for a job, 
even if precarious and underpaid (today nobody 
can run away from voucher, stages and forced 
voluteering). It would mean to leave behind the 
pocket money and start building an income 
autonomy and to realise the first steps towards 
that integration demanded from everyone. 

Unfortunately reality is very different. To work, not 
only a document is needed, but also a FISCAL 
CODE with NUMBERS and LETTERS. Any employer 
has to send a “compulsory communication” to 
Provincia (territory district authority) to activate a 
contract (or even just an internship), in this 
communicaion they need to send the personal 

datas of the employed person, resident datas and 
fiscal code. Without this the system is not 
accepting the request and the work activity cannot 
start.  

Questura di Brescia gives to asylum seekers a 
fiscal code which is temporary and, biggest 
problem, it's made only by numbers.  
What is that implying? Until last May a difficult path 
was starting with an uncertain result: the attempt 
of going to Agenzia delle Entrate asking a 
temporary code with letters and numbers. If you 
were lucky you could find an available operator 
who was giving it because nothing was forbidding 
it. But normally you were sent to Questura which 
couldn't answer a different way. In the best cases, 
if there weren't too many requests or if the request 
was supported by some insisting operator, you 
could also hope to obtain an answer, otherwise you 
were forced to an undefined waiting linked to a 
choice of the Ministry of Interior, or Prefettura. A 
real fortune wheel that Questura decided to stop. 
From this summer on the temporary document 
given by Questura an indication is written: “Don't 
go to Agenzia Delle Entrate for the realease of the 
Fiscal Code”.  
At this point the migrant is forced to keep his code 
with numbers with all its restrictions.  
So what can they do? Hoping that sooner or later it 
will be valid to make a contract? Or resign from the 
beginning and working illegaly? It wouldn't be 
reasonable to ask for the document that are given  
to be usable at least? It would be simple, it's clear, 
but as far as it seems, it's way more useful to keep 
the migrants in a limbo without rights, without 
autonomy and consequently always dependent 
from the decisions of other people, ready to be 
exploited.  
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Sei un’operatrice/ore sociale che lavora 
nei CAS? Ti sembra di perderti nello 
scarto tra i diritti garantiti sulla carta e i 
mille cavilli con cui vengono negati? 

Contattaci, stiamo organizzando un INCONTRO/
AUTOFORMAZIONE per confrontare le nostre 
esperienze e capire cosa possiamo fare! 



INFORMATION ABOUT THE ASYLUM REQUEST 
 
Ufficio s.p.r.a.r.  
di via Aurelio Saffi n. 40 
legal support 

- Tuesday from 9.00 to 12.00 with reservation 
and from 14.00 to 16.00 free access 
- Wednesday from 9.00 to 15.30 free access 
- Thursday from 9.00 to 12.00 free access 
-
  

Ufficio rifugiati 
second floor - piazza repubblica 1 

- Monday 9-12 free access 
- Thursday 14-15 free access 
In the other Times only with reservation   

AND WHEN THE PROJECT IS OVER? 
Whether you obtain the document or your 
request is rejected, sooner or later you will 
have to go out from the welcoming project. If 
you need information about where to sleep, 
eat, how to look for a job, come to our place 
on wednesday night between 20.30 and 
21.30. 

HEALTH IS A RIGHT 
Even if you would end without document, 
remember that is your right anyway to be 
cured. No hospital can report that you don't 
have a document. In case of emergency you 
can go to the hospital First Aid, while in case 
of sickness you can go to Ambulatorio 
Migranti in Viale Piave (you can get it with bus 
3 or 16) open on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday from 13,30 to 16 without reservation. 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WHO ARE WE? 
CROSS-POINT is a project born with crossing of subjects living and animating the 
social fabric of the city. To confirm that migration is not a crime but a path to change a 
person's life in the world. To strongly oppose to racist laws, to documents linked to 
working contract, to a racist culture and to war among poor people.  

If you want to participate to the writing of the next one 
or to the activities of the association come and 
participate to the meeting on Saturday 17th of 
December or contact us on FB. 

Questo periodico è un progetto dell’Associazione Cross-Point. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 
Things that could be useful to know if you live in Brescia 


